
WRITING ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS FOR PROJECTS

Acknowledgement sample for school project the principal)who gave me the golden opportunity to do this wonderful
project on the topic (Write the topic name) .

Note however that every project is different and you need to tailor your acknowledgements to suit your
particular situation. Can I acknowledge a family member first? For example, when writing an
acknowledgement for a student final year project paper, the people you will mention in your
acknowledgement will be different from the people you will mention when writing a research paper, etc. Your
acknowledgement must express your personal thoughts and must be very concise. Finally, I wish to thank my
parents for their support and encouragement throughout my study. What can proofreading do for your paper?
In each one, the acknowledgement of a friend and a family member has been expressed in an inappropriate
manner. Source: Legit. A page is usually dedicated to this purpose. I would like to acknowledge Professor S.
Download Samples of Acknowledgement Report There are different kinds of acknowledgement reports that
are used in various processes. Acknowledgement for school project. A seminar acknowledgement report
contains the message of gratitude of the person to the seminar center managers, the trainers, and all the other
people who rendered their services within the entire seminar period. Many people keep asking, how can I
write acknowledgement for my project? However, if someone was particularly inspiring or supportive, you
may wish to mention them specifically. You do not need to write any sort of conclusion or summary at the
end. Example 1. It should not be more than half a page or a little bit longer. For this, I am extremely grateful.
Careful thought needs to be given concerning those whose help should be acknowledged and in what order.
Acknowledgements enable you to thank all those who have helped in carrying out the research. You can end
the acknowledgements with your last thank you. The second supervisor of the project if any. It should be as
short as possible not too short by omitting important names , concise and sweet. Personal acknowledgements
There is no need to mention every member of your family or friend group. Acknowledgements I wish to thank
various people for their contribution to this project; Mr.


